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Abstract
A detailed theoretical description of metal–ligand interactions in the case of the simple isoelec-

tronic transition metal series Ni;Cu1;Zn21 and one C2H4 ligand is presented. This task is

performed in terms of the local and nonlocal topology-based formalisms of the electronic density

and its decomposition into paired and unpaired contributions. The analysis is mainly focused on

the nature of the carbon–metal interactions under the traditional chemical back-donation phenom-

ena and the relationship with the existence of two-electron three-center (2e-3c) complex patterns

of bonding, that is, 2e-3c atomic interactions. For these simple prototypical systems, which seem

to be adequate examples to describe the topologic features of such electron distribution in terms

of the density point of view, both phenomena, that is, the back-donation and the 2e-3c interac-

tions, are mutually exclusive.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

The electron density q contains the complete information about a

molecular system.[1] It may be obtained from several methods of quan-

tum chemistry ranging from the very state function by contraction of

density matrices[2] to Kohn–Sham density functional theory.[3] The

advent of topologic theories of the density[4,5] and the computational

tools enable a more detailed description of the electron distribution

and a precise understanding of the interactions between atoms leading

to detect the onset of complex patterns of bonding.[6] For this goal, a

precise definition of the system composed of atoms or a group of

them, that is, moieties, is needed. Hence, it merits the introduction of

the quantum theory of atoms in molecules (QTAIM) concept giving a

definite structure to the system. In its most rigorous form, it is based in

the Lagrangian quantum mechanics formulation, permits to define an

atom in a molecular framework.[4,5] These techniques permit the treat-

ment of all type of molecular structure whatever their nature, that is,

ionic, covalent, multicenter, etc., in the same footing and thus to go

beyond the description of the classical structures. Consequently, on

one side, because of the lack of a rigorous definition of the concept

chemical bond beyond empirical frameworks[7] and on the other side,

the general validity of the present methodology of study lead us to

refer the former as chemical interactions which permit unify the wide

variety of which is called chemical bond. To reach this goal, we intro-

duced an appropriate methodology based in the exact decomposition

of the electron density into paired (qðpÞðrÞ) and unpaired (qðuÞðrÞ) contri-
butions, each of them with a different and definite physical charac-

ter.[8,9] The application of this analysis to distinct type of distributions

permitted to interpret and further classify the electron distributions by

means of the type of interactions they undergo.[6] Therefore, a quan-

tum version of the pairing Lewis model and its deviations is allowed to

be interpreted in this sense. In previous works, we applied this formal-

ism to classical structures of chemical compounds as well as to more

complex systems ranging from electron deficient compounds like boron

hydrids, molecular organic ions, and simple organo-metallic systems to

metalloid clusters.[6,10] The analysis and discussion of the results of the
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whole set of mentioned type of systems by means of this technique

enables us not only to perform a detailed description of the electron

distribution but also detect complex patterns of bonding as those

resulting from the two-electron three-center (2e-3c) interaction mecha-

nisms. Hence, this methodology provides a strong support for the

description and understanding of the atomic interaction phenomena. In

this work, chemical bonding interactions in transition metal (TM)–ligand

(L) complexes[11–14] are described and interpreted from the density

point of view instead of the orbital view. Its most naive interpretation

has often been considered to be of electrostatic interaction nature.

Nonetheless, the most of their theoretical studies have been based on

interpretations of the state function by analyzing the molecular orbitals

and the attention has been concentrated on the donation & back-

donation process stressing the process of charge transfer in the popu-

lar semiempirical Dewar–Chatt–Duncanson model.[12–16] Although in

the present work will refer to this model, there is another orbital alter-

native approach based on the ideas of quantum information theory

particularly those of multiorbital correlations[17,18] showing similar

results at least for the Ni-ethene system[19,20] to the reported in the

present work.

We mainly focus our attention in two aspects. On one side, the

physical meaning of the density description for the well-established

molecular orbital models of donation and back-donation phenomena

which consists in the transfer of electrons from the L to the TM (here

in after denoted as Me) and in the opposite direction, from the Me to

the L, respectively.[15] On the other side, the onset of 2e-3c bonding

interactions as complex patterns of bonding within these type of sys-

tems[6]; and the relationships between both mentioned aspects, that is,

the 2e-3c interactions and the back-donation phenomena. Such phe-

nomena regarded as the whole rearrangement of the electronic charge

distribution includes polarization, exchange repulsion, and charge

transfer.[11–14,16] The scenario for the present research is to apply our

topologic methodology to the isoelectronic series of TM-alkene ligand

interactions, that is, Mep1ðC2H4Þ with Mep15Ni;Cu1;Zn21. The

election of these systems has been supported on their existence as

complexes,[21–23] their simplicity, which permits to understand the elec-

tronic structure of these phenomena and the fact that they have been

suggested as candidates for undergoing back-donation phenomena.

It is worthy to emphasize that the tools we use here perform an

attempt to extract the information contained in the ab initio N-electron

state function at any theoretical level of approximation from their asso-

ciated electron density and not from the use of molecular orbital mod-

els. To this end, such information may be transferred toward the

fundamental chemical concepts that will be carried out by determining

the classical descriptors of chemistry, as atomic charges, covalent bond

orders, valences among others and the nonclassical 2e-3c populations

(integrated or nonlocal formulation),[24–26] and by local descriptors like

critical points of the electron densities, that is, total, paired, and

unpaired ones, and/or of their Laplacian fields (local formulation).[8–10]

These two formulations are complementary each other to assess the

information contained in the density and hence allowing an electronic

description of the systems in a qualitative and also a quantitative man-

ner. The treatment of the chosen systems provides a valuable experi-

ence for both, the application of the density decomposition model and

the essential role of electron correlation effects on the electron

distribution.

The main goal of this report is to study the capability of these den-

sity tools in the topologic framework, to describe the interactions in

the electron distributions undergoing back-donation phenomena and

its relationships with 2e-3c type nonconventional patterns of

bonding.[26]

The organization of this article is as follows. The Second section is

dedicated to give a brief report of the theoretical framework of the

methodology, partitioning of the electron density, relationships

between the density gradients and Laplacian of both fields, as well as

the tools used to carry out the studies of topologic population analysis.

The Third section is devoted to describe the computational details, the

results and the discussion. The Forth Section collects the concluding

remarks.

2 | THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

The diagonal elements of the contracted 2-particle reduced density

matrix 2D[2] (2-RDM) straightforwardly leads to the density qðrÞ decom-

position of an N-electron system into two contributions of different

nature, the effectively paired qðpÞðrÞ and effectively unpaired qðuÞðrÞ den-
sities, respectively. Therefore, it is expressed as qðrÞ5qðpÞðrÞ1qðuÞðrÞ
with[8,9]

qðpÞðrÞ5 1
2

ð
dr0 1Dðrj r0Þ 1Dðr0j rÞ; qðuÞðrÞ5 1

2
uðrj rÞ (1)

where 1Dðrjr0Þ stands for first-order reduced density matrix (1-RDM) in

the spin-free representation.[2,27,28] The integration of q over the whole

space, that is, trð1DÞ5Ð
dr 1DðrjrÞ5Ð

dr qðrÞ5N (summation of the diag-

onal elements) is the trace operation which results in the number of

electrons in the system, N.[2,27,28] The effectively unpaired density matrix

defined by uðrj r0Þ52 1Dðrj r0Þ21D2ðrj r0Þ with 1D2ðrj r0Þ5Ð
dr00 1Dðrj r00Þ

1Dðr00j r0Þ has its associated density, that is, the effectively unpaired den-

sity, defined by uðrj rÞ.[8,9,27,28] The physical meaning of these densities

are related to the difference of the orbital occupation from the double

occupancy due to the spin state and the correlation effects. Both contri-

butions, paired and unpaired allow to show how correlation effects mod-

ify the double occupancy of the molecular (or natural) orbitals. The

detailed description of the unpaired density qðuÞðrÞ shows that it has two

sources, one of them comes from the spin density (only present in non-

singlet states) and the other corresponds are exclusively due to the cor-

relation effects[29] and provides the local finer details of the electron

distribution. It is intrinsically zero[30–33] for single determinant state func-

tions having all doubly occupied orbitals. For the nonequilibrium confor-

mations, like atomic dissociation of molecules their behavior clarifies its

close relation to the correlation-entanglement phenomena.[34]

The localization of the critical points cps of the density (first spatial

derivatives), the local accumulation/depletion in their surroundings

(Laplacian function), and the breakdown of the symmetries along the

cartesian axis (ellipticity) are the fundamental topologic indicators
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containing the information which defines the nature of atomic interac-

tions.[4,5] The density cps are evaluated by the gradient of the field

throughout the relation

rqðrÞjrc50;rqðpÞðrÞjrc1rqðuÞðrÞjrc50 (2)

where rc5frci ; i51; . . .Mg indicates the set of critical points of qðrÞ.
Note that the rqðpÞðrÞjrc52rqðuÞðrÞjrc relation, physically means that

both densities cannot increase their values in the same direction. The

cp’s are mathematically classified by the two numbers (r,s), where r is

the rank (number of nonvanishing eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix of

qðrÞ) and s the signature (sum of the signs of its eigenvalues). In the

three dimensional physical space, they are classified as: nuclear critical

points ð3;23Þ (ncp), which localize a local maximum very close to the

nuclear positions and stands for the expected concentration of electron

population close to the physical nuclei; the existence of a bond critical

point (bcp) ð3;21Þ establishes a bonding interaction between two

atoms and the concentration of the electron density on it, the idea of

its strength.[4,5] The onset of the other type of points, that is, ring (rcp)

and cage (ccp), noted as ð3;11Þ and ð3;13Þ, respectively, indicates a

more complex molecular structure relating the electron structure with

the geometrical conformation.[4,5] The density, as any other function of

the space coordinates, is described not only by the location of its cps

and its value but also by the behavior at its surroundings which states

its locally depletion or concentration. This behavior is described by the

modulus and sign of the Laplacian field.[4,5] It is worthy to note that

each of the densities are allowed to concentrate or deplete simultane-

ously at the neighborhood of a cp as it is indicated by the Laplacian

relation r2qðrÞjrc5r2qðpÞðrÞjrc1r2qðuÞðrÞjrc 6¼ 0 which is not positive/

negative defined.

The necessary complement for the local formalism presented

above to complete the description of the electron structure is the non-

local or integrated formalism within its topologic form. It introduces the

quantum global descriptors determined by the integration of the den-

sities, the further partition of the number of particles, and the corre-

sponding associate magnitudes to the classical chemical concepts like

atomic charges, covalent bond orders, valences, etc.[25,35] The nature of

the information contained in these quantities or topologic population

analysis is supported in the QTAIM of Bader’s theory.[25,35] The multia-

tomic magnitudes within the present approach, which are relevant to

our study, are the covalent bond order (two-center bond populations),

IXAXB and the three-center bond population contributed by all possible

populations shared by three centers, IXAXBXC defined by[24,25,36,37]

IXAXB5
X
i;j;k;l

1Di
j
1Dk

l SilðXAÞ SkjðXBÞ (3)

and

Dð3Þ
XAXBXC

5
1
4

X
PðXAXBXCÞ

IXAXBXC

5
1
4

X
PðXAXBXCÞ

X
i;j;k;l;m;n

1Di
j
1Dk

l
1Dm

n SinðXAÞ SkjðXBÞ SmlðXCÞ
(4)

respectively, where XA and XB are the Bader’s atomic domains in the

physical space,[4,5] 1Di
j the matrix elements of spin-free first-order

reduced density matrix as well as SijðXAÞ those of the overlap matrix

over the XA physical domain in the orthonormal molecular basis set

fi; j; k; l; . . .g. [24,36,37] PðXAXBXCÞ stands for the permutations over the

domain contributions. The mono-atomic magnitudes of importance for

our work are the effectively unpaired population, which quantifies the

unpairing or break-down of the electron pairing due to correlation

effects and/or spin multiplicity[24,32,33] and the unshared population for

an atom A, QXA , which are defined by

uXA52
X
ik

1Di
k SikðXAÞ2

X
ijkl

1Di
l
1Dj

k SikðXAÞ SjlðXAÞ

2
X
B 6¼A

X
ijkl

1Di
l
1Dj

k SikðXAÞ SjlðXBÞ
(5)

in which spin state contribution to that quantity is not present in this

study because the systems are considered in their singlet ground state,

and

QXA5 IXAXA2
1
2

X
XB 6¼XA

IXAXB

" #
1
1
2
uXA (6)

whose physical meaning stands for the inner shells and/or lone pairs

population in the atom, that is, the electrons that are not involved in

bonding interactions.[25,35] The first and second terms represent the pair-

ing contributions while the third one stands for the unpaired population

contribution to this magnitude. The atomic nonshared populations QXA

and IXAXB covalent bond orders permit to express the contributions of

the total population of each atom in the molecule in terms of their basins

or domain occupations, that is, N5
X

XA
NXA , as

[35]

NXA5QXA 1
X

XB 6¼XA

IXAXB (7)

where the last term of the r.h.s. of Equation 7 represents the shared pop-

ulation between the atom A and the rest of the system, that is, the sum

of covalent bond orders.

3 | COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS, RESULTS
AND DISCUSSION

3.1 | Preliminary details

The computational model in this work has been supported by state

functions calculated at the level of approximation of configuration

interaction with single and double excitations (CISD) in the basis sets

6-311G** using the Gamess package version 2013 (R1)[38] with p and d

polarization functions for C and H atoms while the metal atoms incor-

porates the corresponding ð2d; fÞ functions. The geometrical structures

were optimized within this approximation and have been confirmed to

be local minimum for the energy. The densities, their critical points and

their Laplacian fields r2qðpÞðrÞ and r2qðuÞðrÞ were calculated by AIM-

PAC modules.[39] The local concentration (accumulation or depletion)

of the number of electrons at the point r of physical space has been

described for practical reasons, by the LðrÞ52r2qðrÞ function, that is,
accumulation (positive values) or depletion (negative values). The criti-

cal points of qðuÞðrÞ which will be used in this study, are only those

associated with its valence shell (vs). This is due to the fact that they
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are mainly involved in bonding phenomena and no reference will be

made to those of the inner shells unless exceptionally were part of the

bonding interactions.[6,8,10] We will reserve the terms local accumulation

and local depletion for the description of the densities.[4–6,40] The termi-

nology vscp is used to refer to valence shell critical points of qðuÞðrÞ with

the same rank and signature of that of qðrÞ in analogy with the ncp,

bcp, rcp, and ccp’s of the total density. It is important to note that such

points are not sensu strictu bcp, rcp, or ccp’s because only those of

the total density define bonding interaction in the QTAIM topological

formalism.[4,5]

Figure 1 shows the molecular structure scheme for the TM-L com-

pounds (Mep12L). The corresponding geometrical parameters for each

system which will be used throughout the discussion, are reported in

Table 1. In the same way, the magnitudes (electron pairing and unpairing

densities) describing the electron distribution are shown in Tables 2–4.

Table 2 collects the data featuring the electron density of each

system from the topologic (local and nonlocal) point of view providing

the electron structure of the molecules involved within this study. The

paired density qðpÞðrÞ is not presented there because as shown in our

previous studies, its structure is similar to that of qðrÞ and therefore, it

does not introduce any new information.[6,10] The topologic electron

structure of qðuÞðrÞ and its associated chemical descriptors populations

uX; QXA , and NXA are shown in Table 3. Table 4 shows the numerical

values for each density and its LðrÞ field at bcp’s and vs(3,-1)cp’s; and

the ellipticity descriptor.[4,5,41]

3.2 | Electronic structure and density topology

The first necessary task to be done before performing the analysis and

discussion of the results, is to establish of clear form, that the central

feature of the type of phenomena treated in this work is the charge

transfer, the associated electron population rearrangements and the

contingent onset of complex patterns for atomic interactions expressed

in terms of density contributions (cf. Equation 1). The magnitudes

defined in the previous Section within the topologic formalisms will be

employed to describe these features and to discuss the bonding inter-

actions involved.

The pivotal idea to the discussion of the results collected in the

Tables and Figures about the phenomena we are dealing with, is as fol-

lows: the Mep1-L interaction is essentially based in the p cloud distri-

bution at the CC sequence[11,12] which becomes modified by the

interaction with the metal and the onset of complex patterns of bond-

ing due to these changes. This will be the main task of our work. To

achieve this goal, we search the details of these changes for the three

chosen systems aforementioned.

The topologic structure of the total density q shown in Table 2,

exhibits one ncp located on each nucleus for all systems, as it was

expected. The essential differences between the systems, begin to be

explicit through the study of bcps. All systems present one bcp for CC

and all CH sequences in the ligand with different density values at the

CC bcp for Ni system, which are lower than that corresponding to Cu1

and Zn21 (see Table 4). The main and significant differences in the elec-

tronic structure of these systems resides in the onset and localization

of some bcps. The Ni-L system exhibits one bcp for each of the two

NiC sequences, as well as one rcp for the CNiC sequence. In contrast,

there are no bcps between the metal atom and the C atoms for Cu1

;Zn21 systems; however, the metal-ligand interaction is observed from

the existence one bcp for the Me and CC middle point, that is, p cloud

in molecular orbital terms.[11]

These results perfectly agree with covalent bond order IMeC values

of 0.910, 0.371, and 0.415 for Ni;Cu1;Zn21 systems, respectively,

which complement the local topologic description of the MeC interac-

tion. The covalent bond orders ICC indicate a single bond (1.07) for the

Ni interaction case, while intermediate values, of 1.572 and 1.466 arise

for Cu1 and Zn21, respectively, as shown in Table 2, that is, nor single

neither double classical bonds appear for the CC interaction with these

later metals. These results are also in agreement to the density values

at their corresponding CC bcp observed in Table 4, which are lower for

the Ni system in comparison with that of the other metals with higher

CC covalent bond orders. These features are related to the geometrical

conformation (Table 1) and the changes that the electron cloud of the

FIGURE 1 Geometrical structure of XðC2H4Þ (X5Ni;Cu1;Zn21Þ

TABLE 1 Conformational parameters of the metal-ethylene complexes Mep1ðC2H4Þ ðMe5Ni;Cu1;Zn21Þ at optimized geometry in the CISD/
6-311G** level of approximationa

System d(CC)b d(Me p1 C)b d(CH)b a(HCH)c a(CMe p1 C)c D(HCCMe)d

Ni 1.45 1.83 1.09 112.3 46.7 108.7

Cu1 1.36 2.12 1.08 117.1 37.3 96.5

Zn21 1.38 2.26 1.09 118.1 35.7 95.5

aDistances are expressed in Ångstr€oms and angles in degrees.
bSequence CC, CMe, CH distances.
cPlanar angles.
dDihedral angle between HCC and CCMe plane.
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ligand undergoes due to the interaction with the metal of each system.

Let us analyze these changes by means of the ellipticity e (cf. Table 4)

before discussing the flux of charge and the complex patterns within

the electron distribution. The ellipticity is a local parameter defined by

the relation of the values of the perpendicular curvatures to the bond

path e5ðk1=k2Þ21 at a bcp.[4,5] In the case in which both curvatures

are similar, the ellipticity equals to zero and the density around the bcp

shows a cylindrical symmetry which is typical of a single homonuclear

bond. For instance, k15k2520:4519 for C2H6 system at the present

level of approximation. Its most known interpretation is related to pro-

vide a measure for the anisotropy of the charge distribution around the

corresponding bcp.[41] The geometric parameters shown in Table 1

indicate that the ligand C2H4 abandons its flat shape and enlarges its

dCC distance. This feature is present in all systems although the more

marked structural changes in the ligand system are produced in the Ni

system, that is, the loss of planarity by 18.7 degrees and the enlarge-

ment of the dCC distance from the isolated C2H4, � 1.33 to 1.45Å.

This distortion induces a e50.25 (Table 4) which is typical to an inter-

mediate interaction between a single and a double bond[4] and sup-

ported by the ICC value close to 1 as discussed above. As it may be

observed from the Tables 1 and 4, the remaining systems, Cu1 and

Zn21 show that the ligand deviates slightly from planarity (6.5 and 5.5

degrees, respectively) and dCC distances of 1.36 and 1.38Å, are closer

to what is a double bond. Therefore, intermediate (no integer) values

for ICCs which are different from 1 (single bond) and 2 (double bond)

are in agreement with these distances. It indicates that the p cloud

becomes distorted but never broken as in the Ni system. Nevertheless,

the ellipticity merits a further interpretation because even we expect

greater values for the ellipticity of Cu1;Zn21 systems respect that of

Ni because of their similar structural features (dCC and D(MeCCH) in

Table 1) and the nonbroken character of the p cloud, the ellipticity for

Zn21 (0.16) is lower than that of Ni. This ellipticity lowering arises from

the decrease of k1 (20.68) curvature and the increase of k2 (20.58),

this last one corresponding to the eigenvector inside the CMeC plane

and perpendicular to the CC bond path. Therefore, this ellipticity low-

ering may not be interpreted as coming only from the broken p cloud

of the CC sequence but also due to the constitution of a stronger Me-

p cloud interaction as other source of anisotropy.

3.3 | Charge rearrangements and interaction’s nature

Regarding the changes described above, let us inspect the charge trans-

fer between different parts of the molecule by the analysis of the

atomic populations in Table 3. In the NiðC2H4Þ system, the total popu-

lation NXNi is 27.361, which is less than 28 (Ni atomic number) indicat-

ing that it becomes positively charged. Hence it has undergone a

charge transfer of donor type. Something similar may be noted for the

lowering of ICC in C2H4 ligand which becomes close to 1.0; considering

that for an isolated C2H4 it is expected an ICC of approximate 2.0, it

can be inferred that the p cloud is missing and then the ligand acts like

a donator of electrons in the same manner as the metal do. These pop-

ulation rearrangements, the existence of bcp and the INiC value as well

as the charge accumulation within the NiC internuclear region shown

in Figure 2a permit to infer the formation of a single bond between the

metal and each of the C atoms. The other two systems, as well as in

the Ni case, are also positively charged with atomic populations of

28.214 and 28.560 for Cu1 and Zn21 which indicate charges of 0.786

and 1.440 for each atom, respectively. These charges are close to 1

and 2 (their apriori oxidation states) which show that the Cu and Zn

preserve their ion structure and are not able to provide electrons as

the Ni atom. Moreover, the p cloud is weakened as indicated by ICC

and ellipticity values mentioned in the above paragraph. Hence, no sin-

gle but intermediate bonds (fractional covalent bond orders) appear

between the Me and the C atoms, that is, there is not enough electron

population displacement from the CC p cloud toward the MeC internu-

clear regions to form bonds as in the Ni system case.

At this stage, once clearly established the existence of a bonding

interaction between the Ni and the C atoms, a question is imposed,

which is the nature of the NiC interaction? what type of atomic

TABLE 2 Electronic Structure of metal-ethylene complexes
MeðC2H4Þ ðMe5Ni;Cu1;Zn21Þ
cp
Type q sequencesa Bond IXAXB

Dð3Þ
XAXBXC

Ni

ncp one on each nucleus

bcpb one at the CC sequence CC 1.070

one for each CH sequence CH 0.970

one for each CNi sequence CNi 0.910

rcp one for the CNiC sequence CNiC 0.093

ccp no present

Cu1

ncp one on each nucleus

bcpb one at the CC sequence CC 1.572

one for each CH sequence CH 0.933

no present for the
CCu sequences

CCu 0.371

one for Cu-p cloud

rcp no present CCuC 0.235

ccp no present

Zn21

ncp one on each nucleus

bcpb one at the CC sequence CC 1.466

one for each CH sequence CH 0.895

no present for the CZn sequences CZn 0.415

one for Zn-p cloud

rcp no present CZnC 0.371

ccp no present

Local and integrated (nonlocal) topological features of qðrÞ density at
CISD/6-311G** level of approximation. All quantities are in atomic units.
aIndicate the nucleus at which the ncp is located; for bcps, the atoms
defining the bond; for rcps, the atoms giving rise to the ring; for ccps,
the atoms defining the cage.
bEach bcp reported indicates also the existence of the corresponding
bond path between these atoms both defining the bond, otherwise it
will be specified in the text.
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interaction is present at the NiC sequence? Analyzing the trends of the

Laplacian fields and their values at the NiC bcp, it may be noted (cf.

Table 4) that both densities paired (resembled by the total density as

explained above) and unpaired, deplete in the internuclear space.

Therefore, it means that both densities tend to concentrate in the

atomic core domain, that is, near the nuclei. They may be considered

as a closed-shell interaction.[4]

It seems to occur for typical ionic interactions and for an interme-

diate interaction between the pure covalent and ionic interactions of

the often called charge-shift bond (CSB) or deficient covalent bond

type.[42–44] These two types of atomic interactions can be differenti-

ated within the density view, according to the electron population that

each atom houses. Let us compare for that goal, the present NiC case

with that of the ionic NaCl.[9] Table 4 reports the density and the

unpaired density depletion with 20.292 and 20.007 values for the LðrÞ
function at the bcp for Ni and C, respectively (cf. Figure 2d for a

graphical view). For the same level of approximation, 20.191 and

20.001 values are obtained for Cl and Na, respectively. Hence, these

numbers do not help us to decide what type of bonding interaction is

present in NiC sequence because they are similar. The integrated

magnitudes reported in Tables 2 and 3 indicate electron charges of

0.639, 20.165 for Ni and C, respectively. For the typical ionic NaCl

charges of 0.900, 20.900 were obtained for Cl and Na atoms, respec-

tively. Further, a 0.910 covalent bond order IXAXB (cf. Table 2) is calcu-

lated for NiC, close to the ideal single covalent bond order (1.0), while

a low 0.222 value for NaCl. Finally, let us note that for Ni system

there are a qðuÞ spillage through the internuclear NiC line (cf. Figure

2d) while it does not appear for ionic NaCl (cf. Ref. [8]). Therefore,

from this analysis it is right to state that the NiC interaction is of CSB

type because as shown above, the electronic descriptors clearly indi-

cate that the interactions are neither covalent nor ionic ones but

intermediate with a marked depletion of the electron density.[42–44]

TABLE 3 Electronic structure of metal-ethylene complexes MeðC2H4Þ ðMe 5 Ni;Cu1;Zn21Þ

cp Type qðuÞ Sequencesa Atom QXA
uXA

b NXA

Ni

vs (3,-3) cp one on each of the nucleus Ni 25.329 0.428 27.361

C 2.150 0.160 6.165

H 20.045 0.060 1.070

vs (3,-1) cp one for the CC sequence

one for each CNi sequence

one per each of CH sequence

vs (3,11) cp one for CNiC sequence

vs (3,13) cp no present

Cu1

vs (3,-3) cp one on each of the nucleus Cu 27.393 0.387 28.214

C 2.135 0.146 6.051

H 20.130 0.047 0.920

vs (3,-1) cp one for the CC sequence

one for each CCu sequence

one per each of CH sequence

vs (3,11) cp one for CCuC sequence

vs (3,13) cp no present

Zn21

vs (3,-3) cp one on each of the nucleus Zn 27.672 0.335 28.560

C 2.339 0.147 6.100

H 20.176 0.043 0.811

vs (3,-1) cp one for the CC sequence

one for each CZn sequence

one per each of CH sequence

vs (3,11) cp one for CZnC sequence

vs (3,13) cp no present

Local and integrated (nonlocal) topological features of qðuÞðrÞ density at CISD/6-311G** level of approximation. All quantities are in atomic units.
aIndicate the nucleus at which the vs(3,-3)cp is located; for vs(3,-1)cps, the atoms defining the corresponding sequence; for vs(3,11)cps, the atoms giv-
ing rise to the ring; for vs(3,13)cps, the atoms defining the cage.
bEffectively unpaired atomic electron population.
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The fundamental differences between both types of Me-L interac-

tions presented in this study are that for the interaction of the Ni atom

with L is described by the existence of one bcp at each of both CNi

sequences which indicate bonding interactions between these atoms,

and one rcp defined by the CNiC sequence which defines a ring struc-

ture. Both type of interactions set the electronic structure of NiðC2H4Þ.
In the other systems, the ion metals Cu1 and Zn21 exhibit only a global

type of interaction with L, expressed by the onset of only one bcp show-

ing a strong Me2p cloud bonding interaction and a depletion for both

fields at this bcp. This depletion of both densities at that interatomic

regions constitutes a typical closed-shell interaction. The CC and CH

sequences exhibit paired field accumulation and unpaired field depletion

at bcps for all systems, typical of a covalent interaction (shared interac-

tion),[9] as it was expected within the carbonyl ligand.[4] Figure 2 shows in

a graphic manner the different trends for the total and the unpaired den-

sities, Figures 2a–2c and 2d–2f, respectively. The NiC sequence enlarges

its pairing density (accumulates) in the internuclear region as explained

above, while it becomes depleted for the other MeC system sequences.

This is in agreement with the values for the bond orders discussed above.

Unpaired populations uX are similar for all metals showing a nonsaturated

capacity for accepting electrons (hole populations)[24] as well as the C

atoms, while it is clearly diminished for H atoms (cf. Table 3).

The above discussion of the charge transfer and the bond forma-

tion (strength of the bonding interaction under the existence of bcps)

permit to establish that the Ni system is the one that undergoes a

back-donation interaction while remaining systems do not.

TABLE 4 Total q and unpaired qðuÞ densities and their LðrÞ function for metal-ethylene complexes MeðC2H4Þ ðMe 5 Ni;Cu1;Zn21Þ at bond
critical points of the total density at CISD/6-311G** level of calculationa

Systemb Bond qðrÞjbcp qðuÞðrÞjbcp 2$2qðrÞjbcp 2$2qðuÞðrÞjbcp ec

NiðC2H4Þ CNi 0.1459 0.0034 20.2915 20.0067 0.3991

0.1456 0.0034 20.3213 20.0076 0.0756

CC 0.2793 0.0041 0.7190 20.0081 0.2458

0.2792 0.0041 0.7146 20.0082 0.2997

CH 0.2744 0.0036 0.9295 20.0053 0.0475

0.2743 0.0036 0.9280 20.0056 0.1649

rcpCNiC sequence 0.1277 0.0025 20.5201 20.0109

0.1297 0.0025 20.3993 20.0107

Cu1ðC2H4Þ CCud

0.0737 0.0018 20.1508 20.0026 0.2021

CC 0.3344 0.0045 1.0178 20.0106 0.3151

0.3343 0.0045 1.0167 20.0106 0.4931

CH 0.2879 0.0037 1.0414 20.0062 0.0127

0.2875 0.0037 1.0371 20.0061 0.1255

rcpCCuC sequencee

0.0816 0.0016 20.1515 20.0052

Cu2p cloudf,g 0.0791 0.0017 20.2218 20.0048 5.9162

Zn21ðC2H4Þ CZnd

0.0578 0.0013 20.0722 20.0027 0.3520

CC 0.3249 0.0045 1.0036 20.0103 0.1634

0.3249 0.0045 1.0035 20.0103 0.3844

CH 0.2887 0.0037 1.0761 20.0055 0.0083

0.2887 0.0037 1.0526 20.0059 0.0730

rcpCZnC sequencee

0.0657 0.0012 20.0856 20.0043

Zn2p cloudf,g 0.0629 0.0012 20.0931 20.0035 2.2303

All quantities are in atomic units.
aSecond line in Columns 3 to 7 for each sequence, indicates the densities and LðrÞ at qðuÞðrÞ vs(3,-1)cp and vs(3,11)cp.
bSee Figure 1 for atoms labeling.
cEllipticity.
dThere are no bcp points for qðrÞ between these atoms.
eThere are no rcp points for qðrÞ for this sequence.
fCorresponding at the bcp between the Mep1 and the CC sequence (cf. Figure 2).
gThere are no vsð3;21Þcp's of qðuÞðrÞ for this sequence.
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3.4 | Complex interactions and back-donation
phenomena

Let us inspect the remaining information contained in the electronic distri-

bution to search for complex patterns of bonding interactions between

the atomic domains. Therefore, it leads us beyond the traditional chemical

descriptors discussed up to now. For that goal, we perform the analysis of

the 2e-3c populations Dð3Þ
XCXMeXC

and the information contained in

qðuÞ.[6,8–10] These populations which are reported in Table 2 show that

they are significantly lower for the Me–L interaction in the case for Ni

(0.093) in comparison to those for Cu1 and Zn21, 0.235 and 0.371,

respectively. The existence of one rcp for the CNiC sequence is coinci-

dent with its lowest 2e-3c population and the complete broken p cloud.

The ICH bond orders in each system follow an opposite trend, that is, they

diminish as the 2e-3c populations increase. No ccps exist for such interac-

tions in the systems presented; this is an expected result because the sys-

tems could posses a ring but no a cage structure. Finer details of the

electron distribution are hidden in the unpaired density qðuÞ and its analy-

sis reveals them. The results are condensed in Tables 3 and 4.

Table 3 shows that all nuclei in the systems present a maxima vs(3,-

3)cp close to the nuclear positions. All sequences MeC, CC, and CH

show vs(3,-1)cp as well as a vs(3,11)cp formed by the CMeC sequence

(note that only for Ni there is one rcp). The values for q, qðuÞ, as well as

their Laplacian fields, are very similar when evaluated at their correspond-

ing bcp and vs(3,-1)cp, respectively (cf. Table 4), that is, the cp’s and the

vscp’s are very close each other.[6,8–10] Moreover, it may be noted that

the Ni system does not follow the nonlocal part of the quantum rule for

the existence of a 2e-3c interactions[45] (A 2e-3c bond between atoms

ABC exists if there is a vs(3,-1)cp of q(u) between each pair of atoms

involved in the three-center ABC sequence and a vs(3,11)cp defined

only by the atoms involved in the three center sequence (local rule). The

integrated or nonlocal rule states that the existence of a 2e-3c bond

between atoms ABC is when fractional covalent bond orders IXAXB

appear between all possible pairs of atoms AB; BC; AC and an appreci-

able Dð3Þ
XAXBXC

which defines its strength).[6] Even more, it becomes clear

from Table 2, that this system is described by 2e-2c distributions, that is,

the atomic interactions are reduced to a set of 2e-2c ones as in the most

of the classical atomic interactions, and so consequently it does not

undergo 2e-3c interactions. The other systems, those of Cu1;Zn21, fulfill

the topologic conditions of the rule (local and nonlocal) and consequently

they undergo 2e-3c atomic interactions. Figure 2d–2f show the qðuÞ

accumulation in space around the metal nuclei. The Ni system shows a

leading d-type symmetry shape, while for Cu1 and Zn21 the local accu-

mulation around them shows a spherical symmetry, that is, s-type.

At this point, the results obtained from the analysis of the electron

distribution of the systems allow us to note some crucial relationships

FIGURE 2 LðrÞ contour maps for total density (a, b, and c) and effectively unpaired densities (d, e, and f) for X5Ni;Cu1;Zn21,
respectively, in the plane defined by CXC atoms (see Figure 1). Positive and negative values are denoted by solid and dashed lines,
respectively
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between these interactions and the concept of back-donation intro-

duced in the first section.[11]

The back-donation charge has been defined, in the orbital picture,

by orbital selection of different sets corresponding to each isolated

domains, that is, both parts, Me and L donate and accept charge at the

same time.[11,12] Nevertheless, from the point of view of the density it

may be interpreted in a distinct way considering that both parts, that

is, the Me and the L donate or accept charge as part of the interaction

process forming bonds. These concepts are described by means of the

electron populations defined in the previous section. As it is well

known, the back-donation phenomena is explained through the

interaction of metal valence electrons with the p cloud of the

ligand.[11–13,45] Namely, to properly describe the rearrangements of the

whole system Me-L in comparison with their isolated structures, it

must be described how the Me and the L become modified. For that

goal, it may noted that two different features arise. In the Ni system,

the p cloud distribution disappears as explained above and thus the

electron structure of L is severely modified, while the metal also con-

tribute donating charge (cf. its total population from Table 3). Hence,

both the metallic Ni and the ligand contribute enough electrons to cre-

ate CNi bonding interactions as indicated by the onset of one bcp at

each of the NiC sequences. In the other two systems, the metals are

more electrically charged than the Ni, thus preserving their ion struc-

ture, that is, their a priori oxidation states11 and12 for the Cu and

Zn atoms, respectively, and the p cloud in the ligand is slightly per-

turbed. Then, these latter systems do not transfer enough charge

which is not able to form bcps and consequently, MeC interaction is

weak. However, their charge rearrangement produce a Me2p interac-

tion as indicated by the appearance of one bcp placed between the

metal and the line joining the CC sequence midpoint besides the elec-

tron density accumulation at this point (cf. Figure 2b–2c).

The results discussed in the previous paragraph have shown that

in all systems both domains, that is, the Me and L, donate electrons.

Nevertheless, only the systems with bonding interactions characterized

by the appearance of bcps between the Me and the C atoms in the

ligand undergo back-donation phenomena. Thus, this feature is the key

indicator for such phenomena from the viewpoint of the density. So

that, the Ni system undergoes back-donation, while the Cu1;Zn21 sys-

tems do not. Then the system which undergoes back-donation phe-

nomena, that is, Ni, cannot support 2e-3c interactions as noted above.

In contrast, those systems which do not undergo back-donation show

2e-3c interactions. It is worthy to note that the topologic structure of

the type shown in Figure 2b–2c, that is, with one bcp located between

the Me and the p cloud are denominated as T-shaped.

3.5 | Density-based chemical descriptors

for back-donation

To complete the discussion, we introduce a proposal for back-donation

population indicator as an electron magnitude descriptor based in the

population magnitudes introduced in the second Section, that is, which

revels the density point of view. For that purpose, let us first comment

the two visions of this phenomena, that coming from orbital theo-

ries[11] and the present one supported by the electron density itself.

On one side, the orbital view invokes an orbital interaction, or in math-

ematical sense a linear combinations of a dz2 (dyz) orbital of the Me and

a molecular orbital of the ligand, r (r�) or p (p�) of L, giving rise to two

molecular orbitals describing the Me–L (cf. figure 9 of Ref. [45]) interac-

tion. On the other side, that from the density view, no molecular orbi-

tals combinations are used. Hence, it is no possible to adjudicate from

which orbital the charge flux occurs between the Me and the L, then

this analysis is transferred into the concept of density accumulation/

depletion and the onset of bcps to determine the type of Me–L bond-

ing interaction. Hence, to proceed for counting the populations, we

define the following magnitudes as

NL5
X
XAeL

NXA ; ZL5
X
XAeL

ZXA (8a)

�NL5NL22
X
XAeL

IXAMe; �NMe5NMe22
X
XAeL

IXAMe (8b)

DL
d5ZL 2�NL; D

Me
d 5 ZMe 2�NMe (8c)

where the sums are restricted to the atoms forming the ligand (XAeL);

NL, ZL (Equation 8a) and �NL (formula in the left side of Equation 8b)

stand for the total population, the atomic number (with ZXA , the atomic

number of atom A) and the nonshared population of L with the metal,

that is, its total population minus the shared (2IXAMe, because each

atom provide charge symmetrically) population[35] of L and Me, respec-

tively. The �NMe (formula in the right side of Equation 8b) has the same

physical meaning for the metal with atomic number ZMe, as �NL for the

ligand. Allow us to note that the population �NMe of the metal (on the

right side of Equation 8b) does not have any indication regarding the

ligand because this is unique and does not lead to misunderstanding.

Finally, the magnitudes DL
d and DMe

d (Equation 8c) represent each

donation (or back-donation) charge within the system, that is, the

values of the promoted populations from the Me and L, respectively.

The calculated values for DMe
d ; DL

d are approximately 2.60, 1.20; 0.5,

1.00 and 0.30, 1.40 for Ni;Cu1;Zn21 metals and ligand, respectively.

These values indicate that the metal is the driving force for back-

donation. The only system between those presented here under-

going this phenomena as discussed above, is the NiðC2H4Þ in which

the metal provides enough charge to build bonding interactions fea-

tured by the onset of the bcp between the metal and the C atoms of

the ligand and the rcp of the CNiC sequence (see Table 2). This is in

agreement with the fact that the Ni is the only metal whose oxida-

tion state become modified while the others tends to preserve it as

discussed above and may not provide enough electrons to interact

with the p cloud to form bcps between the Me and the C atoms.

The physical meaning of the sum of both donation charges, DL
d1DMe

d

5N2ð�NL1�NMeÞ is the number of electrons directly involved in the

Me–L interaction. In the case of Ni system, it is close to 4.0, that is,

the number of two pairs of electrons expected to form two classic

NiC bonding sequences. For the remaining systems, Cu1 and Zn21

these populations are approximately 1.5 and 1.7, respectively, and

result not enough to define the MeC bcps.
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4 | CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this report, the back-donation phenomena is described and analyzed

from the density point of view. For that goal, we used three metallic

isoelectronic series, namely, Ni;Cu1, and Zn21 interacting with one

ethylene molecule as ligand. These systems provide the most important

features to understand the mentioned phenomena in terms of the

weakening/strenghtening of the interactions between the atoms.

According to the flux of charge observed in the calculations, when the

system undergo back-donation, as it is for the Ni system case, the elec-

tronic structure may be described as formed by classical 2e-2c type

interactions, while for the other systems which do not present back-

donation, 2e-3c interactions arise. This result is of fundamental impor-

tance and the main one within this work because it seems that back-

donation phenomena and 2e-3c interactions exclude themselves. It is

worthy to note that, because density models are not based on the con-

cept of orbital, they are unable to discriminate between r and p contri-

butions as orbital models do, at least in a direct manner but as shown

in the discussion, the electronic structure reveal in an indirect way the

existence of this type of symmetry distributions.

The 2e-3c atomic interactions were detected by means of the

onset and localization of the qðuÞ density vscps in view of a local and

nonlocal topologic rule. This is an information that cannot be obtained

from the total or the paired densities. This methodology has been suc-

cessfully applied to simple organo-metallic systems, that is, systems

with only one metallic-ligand structure interactions giving an accurate

description of the electronic distribution. Also it may be remarked that

the calculation of the electronic parameters discussed to quantify the

back-donation populations (cf. Equations 8) are valid for any type of

state function, because of the general validity of the used tools.

These important consequences from the detailed study for com-

plex interactions between metallic atoms interacting with organic

ligands providing a p cloud, give rise to different molecular structures,

that is, some of them described by 2e-2c or 2e-3c interactions and

constitute a natural scenario for the application of these techniques to

complex systems with more than one ligand. This subject is under con-

sideration in our laboratories.
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